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Currie~ &mmittee Debates
Changes to Interview Season
By Karl G. Nelson
If it ain't broke, don't fix it. But if
nobody really liked the way it worked
in the first place, there must be room
for improvement. In the middle of
interview season, a small group of
faculty and students known as the
Curriculum Committee have set their
sights on the interview seasons to
come, looking for ways to make the
process easier on everyone.
Changes have been debated for
years, but there are new reasons to
reevaluate the way the Law School
handles interview season. For ABA
accreditation, classes must meet for a
minimum number of minutes spread
over a minimum number of days for
each credit hour. If it feels sometimes
like those minimums must be tiny
specks in our rearview mirrors, you're

actual! y right. While classes at most
schools generally meet for 50 minutes
at a time, Michigan Law students sit
attentively for 55 minutes. Those few
extra minutes add up over the course
of a semester. As a result, UM Law is
facing a significant classtime surplus.
Does this mean you can skip class
and not feel guilty about it? Not exactly. Alterations to class meeting
schedules must be done on a more
official basis, and no decisions have
been made yet. The two options, of
course, are to shorten each class or to
lop a few days off of each semester.
The former option seems less favored, since everyone is used to 55
minute classes already. The latter,
however, is intriguing. Perhaps we
could start later in the Fall and finish

See FLYBACK, page 4

Day of Action
This Thursday
Law Students for Affirmative Action (LSAA) will be participlating in
the National Day of Action in Defense
of Integration and Affirmative Action
this Thursday, October 21. This year's
Day of Action addresses the importance and necessity of affirmative action in higher education, as well as the
effects of racism on K-12 students. All
students and community members
are encouraged to attend.
On Wednesday, October 20, from
5:45pm to 7:00pm, the Black Law Students Alliance (BLSA) and LSAA will
co-sponsor "Night School: The Missing Dialogue." Law School Professor
Sam Gross will address "Race and
Credibility" in relation to evidence
law, and Law School and Psychology
Professor Phoebe Ellsworth will discuss "Race, Gender, Psychology and
Law."
On Thursday, October 21, from
12:00pm to 1:30pm, there will be a
rally and march on the Diag in defense of integration and affirmative
action. At 4:30pm, in Room 116
Hutchins Hall, the Asian Pacific
American Law Students Association
(APALSA) and LSAA will cosponsor
a student panel entitled "Should
Asian Pacific Americans Support Affirmative Action?" More discussions
and panels are scheduled throughout the evening. Unless otherwise
noted, events will take place in Room
132 of Hutchins Hall.
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and Beyond: The
Itnpact of the Concept of
the ''Other''

KOSOVO

OPINION- By Yingtao Ho

A few days ago, a very disturbing
story passed through the AP wire.
Months after the official end of the air
strikes on Kosovo, and months after
the peace keeping force was sent in, a
volunteer was killed by Muslims in
Kosovo. What was his crime? When
some Muslim thugs asked him in
Serbian what time it was, the volunteer committed the grievous error of
answering in Serbian. Consequently,
he was beaten to death in broad day
light not because he did anything
wrong, but rather because he was
thought to be a Serbian. Even though
he did not commit any atrocities
against the Muslims, he was placed
within the group that did. Because of
his perceived identity, he was guilty
by association.
Even before the air strikes began,
the most eloquent opponents of the
air strikes urged that the air strikes
could not achieve anything because
the hatred between Serbs and Muslims, built through religious and cultural differences in the past millennia,
and accentuated by petty wars, could
not be dissolved simply because some
empty headed idealists believed it
was possible. At most, the air strikes
would create a new balance of power
in the region in favor of the Muslims,
and cause a continued exodus of Serbs
in fear for their lives. The subsequent
events have proven the truth of these
claims.
As soon as the Serb armies withdrew from Kosovo, leaving the Serbs
at the mercy of their sworn enemies,
many Serb civilians left as well. The
reason was very simple: Whenever
the peace keepers are not watching,
Muslims are retaliating against Serb
civilians. Weeks after the KLA was
supposed to surrender its arms, KLA
members still tow guns and their very
presence send a chill through Serbian

hearts. The exodus of Serbians have
continued throughout the past
months. Even for those who are staying on for now, as soon as the peace
keepers withdraw, a new round of
Muslim atrocities would leave them
either dead or homeless. Instead of
creating peace, the United States have
switched the roles between predator
and prey.
The situation in Kosovo indicates
the extreme impact that the concept
of the other can create. Both the Serbs
and the Muslims create the other
group as the other, and any member
of the other group as their mortal enemies. Consequently, it is most natural in their minds to kill, and discriminate against members of the other
group. When some prophets in this
country warn of racial war, the
Balkans provide a perfect illustration
where peace is impossible without the
complete extinction of one group or
the other.
Thankfully, in the United States,
such a racial war has not ensued.
However, in every aspect of our society we can see people who perceive
other groups as the' other', against
whom discrimination is justifiable.
Take the example of a white loan officer who approved a loan for a white
couple, while denying the loan to a
black couple in similar economic situations. With some exceptions, this
loan officer probably is not an overt
racist. However, he does inherently
perceive the black couple as members
of another group, and therefore less
deserving of his trust. In this manner, discrimination goes on in the subconscious level. It could be argued
that many instances where statistics
show discrimination, whether in
housing or employment or even the
supply of city services, such discrimination occur on the subconscious

jt-j- - - - - - - -

level. In other words, the person who
engages in the conduct of discrimination does not even know what he's
doing is wrong, but is rather doing so
because of his psychological instincts.
Looking back through evolution,
there is a historical basis for the human instinct of discriminating against
the other. Ever since the time when
we were Homo Erectus, we have
fought against members who do not
belong to our group in the necessary
fight for survival. Ever since war was
discovered, thousands of wars have
been prosecuted against those who
are different from the aggressors.
When the aggressor does conquer
enemy territory, that enemy is usually
killed, enslaved, or severely discriminated against because he belongs to
the' other' group. In some societies,
such as Ancient India or to an extend
Sparta, the elite class would go so far
as to invent the ' other', out of the
disenfranchised group, in an effort to
maintain their privilege. In Sparta,
for example, Spartan youths organized hunts of the other group to dehumanize it, and to entrench the belief that the other group is different
from the Spartans. This practice,
thousands of years in history, extends
its ugly head into the twentieth century most prominently in South Africa, where the group ' colours ' was
created to set the Afrikaner apart as
different and superior to all others.
On the other extreme is the example of imperial Rome. Rather
unique among the annuals of history,
Imperial Rome accepted the elite
classes of those it conquered into its
own elites. Indeed, starting in the second century A.D, men whose family
did not originate in Italy could,
through their merit, become the emperor. Following the social wars,
Rome did not engage in systemic discrimination against the elites of the
people it conquered. How, then, did
these groups become accepted by
Rome? Over time, these groups became Romanized, they for the most
part ignored their own practices, and
adopted Roman customs, gods and

See OTHER, page 15
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Response to Yinitao Do's "AIIirmative
Attion: Reverse Distrimination?"
By David Sikes
It is the proper function of a scholarly community to stimulate debate
on the important issues which society faces. I respect the willingness of
Ymgtao Ho to speak out in his article
"Affirmative Action: Reverse Discrimination?" [October 5 ] on an issue that raises many passions in our
community. However, I disagree with
the position taken by Mr. Ho. The vehemence of my disagreement, after
reading his article, came as a surprise
to me. In my five years at Berkeley I
was surrounded by protests and
marches on a daily basis, but I never
formed a definite opinion about the
rightness or wrongness of racial preference in admissions. I felt, and still
feel, that there are strong arguments
to be made on both sides of the issue.
This piece should not be construed as
a personal attack on Mr. Ho. Rather, I
have written it because I feel that the
policy of affirmative action has
enough merit to be defended, and to
continue the debate.
A Question of Qualification
My first disagreement serves as
background for the rest of the arguments I will bring up, and is a central
criticism of the critics of affirmative
action. It is an objection to Mr. Ho's
assumption that there could be any
clear way to say exactly who is more
deserving of admission in a concrete,
empirical way. I believe that it is
wrong to think that the pool of 'admissible' applicants can be ranked in
any absolute and acceptable way, and
especially wrong to think that numbers like the LSAT and undergraduate GPAs can accomplish that beyond
giving a general indication of a
person's aptitude for a legal education. Once a person passes a certain
threshold of scholastic ability, or of
scholastic ability combined with other
talents or circumstances, the most that

you can say about them is that they
are qualified- not that they are more
qualified than someone else in that
pool. I am certain that each of us
knows people who in some sense" deserved" to get in here or another
school as much as anyone who did get
in- whether our standard is grades,
LSAT scores, or whatever set of criteria we might care to bring to the process.
An admissions officer at a school
like Michigan has the luxury and the
curse of having more applicants who
could succeed here then they possibly could admit, even if the entering
class was twice or three times as big
as it is. On the one hand, Dean
Munzel and her staff are able to
choose talented people, who will in
all likelihood succeed in this law
school. On the other hand, they will
also have to choose to NOT admit
equally talented people, who in all
likelihood could have succeeded at
this law school as well. The question
surrounding the affirmative action
debate is, which standard should they
use to determine who gets in?
It is the responsibility of the admissions officers of each school to pick
and choose among that large pool of
qualified applicants. The administration at Michigan has chosen to build
a class that reflects a cross-section of
American society-a diversity expressed in many ways. Among those
dimensions of diversity is that of race.
Mr. Ho's main objection to this seems
to be his belief that students "who
cannot do the work that other students can" are being admitted because of their race, and supposedly
displacing 'more qualified' applicants, who are not themselves members of an underrepresented minority.
On the contrary, I believe that if you
accept the premise of a superabundance of qualified candidates to this

school, and the basic competence of
the administration to determine who
meets their criteria for admission, it
is an easy logical leap to concede that
each student at Michigan Law School
is well able to handle the rigors of the
program.
One of the pitfalls of the affirmative action debate is making the assumption that just because preferences are given, the preferred candidates are somehow less equipped to
participate in the classroom, or are
"unlikely to speak up in class". I am
certain that the majority of our faculty,
students, and prospective employers
would agree that such an idea is simply not true. I think that the statistic
that Mr. Ho cites in his article-the
consistency in bar passage rates between minority and non-minority students-speaks volumes about the efficacy of affirmative action programs,
and speaks volumes about the abilities and talents of all students admitted to the Law School.
Rather, everyone at the Law School
is a qualified applicant who was chosen because of what they could and
do bring to the ongoing dialoguedialogue being the real point of being
here. Each of us gains from the people
who surround us, and we gain most
from those who differ from us. I know
that I benefit more from another classmate who is different from me in
terms of where they're from, their religion, their political views, and yes,
their race, than I would benefit from
one more white, Californian, suburban classmate.
The Merits of the Case
I will attempt to tackle Mr. Ho's arguments one at a time.
First, Mr. Ho is simply wrong about
the idea that the removal of affirmative action will mean that minority
enrollments will remain unchanged.
I won't even address the
questionability of the idea that nonwhite college students "party ... all
week long" (presumably, in Mr. Ho's
mind, secure in the knowledge that
their place in a graduate school is as-

See RESPONSE, page 14
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While Res Gestae's last issue had an
informative story on Law School Student Senate elections, a number of
election-related issues could, and
should, be addressed beyond those
mentioned in your article. Many
people to whom this writer spoke
were concerned about the complete
lack of public information on vote
counts. How many votes did the various candidates get? If in a 90-someperson first-year section, say, only
three people voted, and the "winner''
received two votes while her or his
opponent got only one, can even the
winner be said to be a real representative of that section? And shouldn't
we all know if such an alarming state
of affairs might exist? Certainly, the
student body, not being children or
mental incompetents, have a right to
know what they themselves did, i.e.,
what the exact results (and counts) of
their votes are. After all, the public
gets full access to vote counts in U.S.
Presidential races, for example, and
even in many local political races.
Why not here, where future leaders
are turned out?
I brought up these issues at the last
LSSS meeting (other issues were mentioned, too, such as difficulties and
lack of planning as to when and how
election candidates were informed of
the results in their races). However,
the Senate, while responsibly extending the time until the current race's
ballots are destroyed and also extend-

FLYBACK, from page 1
earlier in the Spring. Perhaps we
could extend the study period before
December finals. These are legitimate
suggestions, but the Curriculum
Committee, chaired by Professor Richard Friedman, proposes something
different: fundamentally alter the calendar of interview season.
The Committee is discussing the
possibility of introducing a specific
period dedicated to flybacks.

ing the time tor candidates to hie protests, often expressed lack of interest
in changing policy about public access
to vote counts. One reason frequently
mentioned by Senate members was
the possibility of losing candidates
feeling especially humiliated in the
small Law School community if they
received very few votes. This concern
may have some validity, but it is still
doubtful that such a concern should
go so far as to prevent public access
to vote counts; perhaps individual
candidates in races could be allowed
to opt out of a public count if the candidates in that race felt fear about releasing results (of course, several neutral referees would have to verify the
count). (One LSSS member, I believe,
said that if people are too fragile to
find out the truth, they shouldn't be
running at all.)
At the meeting, I sensed good will
and readiness to listen on the part of
the Senate and of assorted observers,
but I think it's crucial to "keep up the
momentum" as well and to continue
seeking student input, whether in the
form of opinion polls or what-haveyou. One suspects there may be less
apathy in the student body on this sort
of issue than one might normally expect; at least, most of the people I've
spoken to on the issue seemed interested and thought that reforms were
needed.
Sincerely,
David Boyle
Flybacks are a hassle for both students
and faculty alike; students end up falling behind in their studies, while professors are annoyed by the conspicuous dips in attendance. If there were
a week when everyone could fly to
wherever they needed to go and get
all those interviews out of the way in
one trip, life would be easier for everyone. Another possibility, since
there are few Law School courses that

confd on page 6
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720
725
730
732
737
739
740
743
744
747
749
755
757
758
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763
769
779
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TITLE

ICivil Procedure 1
Contracts
Contracts
Contracts
Criminal Law
lntro to Constitutional Law
lntro to Constitutional Law
Property
Property
Property
Administrative Law
Advanced Criminal Law
Advanced Criminal Law
Advanced Criminal Law
Advanced Legal Research
Advanced Torts
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Commercial Transactions
Commercial Transactions
Constitutional Litigation

Copyri�t

Criminal Appellate Practice
Race, Racism and U.S. Law
Jewish Law
Criminal Procedure Survey
Client Counseling
Employment Oisaimination
Business of Law
English Legal HistOf}'
Enterprise Organization
Enterprise Organization
European Community Law
Evidence
Evidence
Family Law
Bus Planning for Pub-Held Corps
Constitutionalism in S. Africa
First Amendment
Fourteenth Amendment
Health Law
Immigration and Nationality
International Law
Jurisdiction and Choice of Law
International Litigation
lnternat'l Business Transactions
Japanese Law
Local Government Law
Mergers and Acquisitions
Law and Economics
Negotiation
Fed. Litig: Envt'l Case Study
Legislation
American Legal TheOf}'
Legal Profession & Legal Ethics
I Legal Profession & Legal Ethics
Legal Imagination
European Community Antitrust
Products Liability
Protection of Technology
Hi�er Education Law
Using Social Science in Law
Race, Gender &Affirm. Action
SeaJrities Regulation
lnt' I Law: Human Rights Law
Taxation I
Taxation II
Trusts & Estates
Trusts & Estates II
Law, Medicine, & Society
Water Law
Social Welfare Policy
Litigation Ethics
Education Law
Law of Managed Health Care
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PROFESSOR

A+

Beckerman
Ben-Shahar
Hammer
Frier
Harris
Friedman
Larsen
Heller
Simpson
Krier
Croley
Robinson
Robinson
Robinson
Leary
Logue
Connor
Mann
Baker
Whitman
J. Cohen
Bennett/Steinberg
Cho
Glogower
Gross
Eklund
Cho
Curtner
Simpson
Vining
Beckerman
Halt

1
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
2

em

Qark

Friedman
Chambers

3

2
1
1
3
1
1

1

3
5
2
2
4
2

Moscow

Chambers/Govender

Herzog

Rosenbaum
Payton
L. Cohen
Alvarez
Cooper
Reimann
Bhala
West
Hills
Pritchard
Ben-5hahar
Scamecchia/Lento
Buchsbaum
Schacter
H. Dagan
Harris
Bernstein
J.B. White
Mensching
Bernstein
Eisenberg
Bany
Ellsworth/Gross
Andersen
Fox
Hathaway
Kahn
Kahn
Waggoner
Waggoner
Schneider
Abrams
Lehman
Rine/Mc:Cormack
Hills
Payton

1
2
2
1
1
2

1
1
1
2

1
1
3
1
1
1
1
3
1
2
2
1

1
2
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A
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B

8-

C+

c

1 4 22 23 1 3 3
1
B
1 4 25 1 8 7
7
3
1 0 1 0 26 1 5 1 0 6
4
9
1 4 26 1 8 8
5
2
1 3 23 1 7 1 0 7
9
3
5
1 2 24 22 7
4
1
1 1 1 4 28 26 9
5
1
1 5 27 1 8 7
9
5
1
1 7 26 23 8
4
4
9
1 0 22 22 1 1
6
4
1 5 1 6 29 5
5
5
5
2
1
1
1
7
1
3
6
2
1
14 10 4
4
1
9
4
6
5
1
3
14 14 6
8
9
4
1
8
6
5
5
9
7
3
3
11
9
1
1
2
5
3
3
2
2
6
1 1 15
3
6
5
1
7
5
2
1 2 28 20 7
5
2
3
2
4
1 1 13 15 7
3
4
2
15 13 5
6
3
3
4
1 8 28 1 2 5
3
15 11
5
6
4
3
1 5 27 1 8 6
8
4
1
3
5
2
1
1 4 26 32 38 1 1
9
7
1
10 18 18 6
6
5
2
1
3
16
2
2
4
5
3
3
8
7
7
3
16 10 9
2
19 12 4
1
3
9
1
1
3
6
7
1
4
8
3
2
1
9
12 16 19
1
8
8 21 17 9
3
1
1
2
2
4
4
2
3
2
2
1
8
2
1
1
8
1
2
1
2
3
2
1 0 1 3 25 1 8 1 0 4
2
3
5
4
4
2
2
7
2
3
2
2
2
3
16 1 4 6
1
4
6
7
2
6
2
4
7
7
3
5
3
3
5
11
4
7
4
1
6
1
4
5
3
2
1
1
4
2
5
9
1
1
5
6
8
8 21
3
2
1
6
4
3
15 4
5
4
2
5
4
1
3
2
1 4 33 1 6 1 2 2
1
8
11
9
4
7
3
2
1
18 4
1
9
2
8
1
9
6
6
4
14 12 6
5
7
3
5
3
1
3
1
3
1
2
3
1
4
2
3
3
5
4
3
2
4
12 12 5
3
1
4
1
3
3
6
350 546 894 669 276 1 22 4 1

C-

D+

D

E

p

7

1
1
2
1
44

1
19
22
1
23
5
3
19

1

4
2
14
14
6
7
24
19

1

2

1

16
3

1

2

1

1

1

1

3

1
1

9
1
18
14
6
6
5
31
2
4
12
36
11

13
5
1
6

1

3
12

4
2

2
1
19
4
31
15
26
3

1
2
1

3
2
1
15

1
21

7

3

2

564

TOTAL

AVE. GPA

84
85
83
84
85
78
95
86
83
83
1 13
20
1
3
41
64
21
80
28
31
52
13
44
17
89
9
70
54
82
70
1 02
12
158
64
8
36
21
77
65
16
32
66
99
6
21
24
24
1 23
33
16
7
60
27
31
40
17
14
31
62
7
33
16
108
42
80
47
75
11
11
16
19
38
30
6

3.21
3.23
3.20
3.25
3.1 8
3.22
3.25
3.24
3.24
3.19
3.26
3.70
3.70
3.50
3.48
3.30
3.41
3.24
3.71
3.36
3.23
3.55
3.34
3.74
3.25
3.71
3. 1 4
3.27
3.37
3.28
3.23
3.36
3.20
3.30
3.64
3.30
3.57
3.23
3.29
3.69
3.27
3.29
3.26
3.27
2.96
3.44
3.39
3.1 7
3.1 2
3.55
3.67
3.22
3.35
3.21
3.44
3.53
3.34
3.39
3.32
3.83
3.42
3.01
3.29
3.27
3.29
3.23
3.20
3.81
3.1 9
3.43
3.29
3.44
3.31
4.00
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stay silent no longer.

We at the RG feel that more time in law By P. Doff
school should be spent developing social
networks. The people you meet here will
I happen to be a firm believer in the
not only be your friends, but also your right to free emailing. I believe email
fellow associates, your business partners, is a wonderful way to share informaand maybe even your signifiamt others. tion. jokes, and even football ticket
So we decided to add a new Personals sec- prices. (For those of you who have a
tion to the publication, in the hope that problem with the use of
we can help every one ofyou meet the per- lawstudents@umich.edu for scalping
son of your dreams. We know that be- football tickets, I say: "Hit your detween reading, interviewing, eating, and lete key. That's what it's there for.")
sleeping it can be difficult to find the time Email is invaluable for keeping in
to get out and socialize. We hope that you touch with old friends and faraway
will take full advantage of this new fea- family, especially for those of us on a
ture, not only by looking for Mr. or Ms. tight budget; it's a quick way to acRight, but also by submitting your own cess large groups of people simultaprofile, so that Mr. or Ms. Right can find neously; it's easy to use; and, because
you. Due to lack of publicity we only re- of it's extreme accessibility, it can ofceived two submissions for this issue, but fer a quick pick me up any time day
we encourage all those interested in en- or night. Put simply, I think email
riching their law school experience to send rocks. So when I see someone abusin a profile.
ing it, it really ticks me off. I'm referring now to an email sent to all of us
SM, interested in starting a law fewhich was so egregious it caused my
tish group where we get together
and you beat me with sock full of
pennies. (This sort of thing is all
FLYBACK, from page 4
the rage in Eastern Europe.) Must
enjoy listening to rave music. If
meet late in the week. is to set aside
interested, please respond soon.
Thursdays and Fridays on two or
three weeks to extend the weekend.
SF, Eastern European, looking for
The idea of having a flyback week
someone to share life experiences
has met resistance from students who
with. Must be intelligent, athletic,
foresee their flybacks occurring either
sensitive, charming. Must be
earlier or later than the scheduled
comfortable with computers (I'm
period. "It's hard to know when to
a chat room addict). As for me,
put it," says Friedman. It may work
I'm friendly, cute, and love to save
for some, while others will just end
my pennies for rainy days. So if
up sitting here in Michigan, waiting
you're wondering what to do on
for callbacks. Arranging for several
those cold Michigan nights, I have
long weekends meets the same diffisome ideas. If you sometimes feel
culties. If the administration has to
like an unmatched sock who's lost
choose two or three, which weekends
its mate, we may be a match made
should they be?
in heaven!
Friedman also expressed a third By Ayelette Robinson
though strictly personal - idea: instead of having interviews spread randomly over five weeks, requiring students to sometimes dress up for
twenty minutes on a single day, why
not concentrate the interviewing
schedule on five consecutive Fridays?
Other law schools hold interviews in
hotels, Friedman explained, so it
might be feasible to bring interview-

I'm talking about law fetishes.
Socks with pennies in them. Yeah,
that. What was that? Other than a
big waste of the time it took me to read
and delete it? What cruel and unusual
soul decided to thrust private whims
upon an entire league of innocent,
hard-working law students? I believe
the propagator of this email should be
censured and ex-communicated from
the electronic mail world. I don't believe I should be forced to read about
the foolish and disturbing ways in
which others choose to pleasure themselves. You, o vile email abuser, are a
sore upon the good name of this law
school. You are puss seeping from the
wound of poor email etiquette. Your
lack of social propriety should bar you
from ever having communication
with another human being. Go find
a chat room, and get your crap out of
my emailbox. •

ers to a single location on four or five
Fridays, so students only have to
dress up once and can interview several times on the same day instead of
going through the hassle throughout
the week. While expressing interest
in this option, Friedman admitted that
this may be outside of the Curriculum
Committee's jurisdiction; such a decision would have to be made by the
administration and the Office of Career Services.
Friedman welcomes student input
to guide the Committee's discussion
of how to alter the Law School academic calendar. The best way to express one's views would be talking to
the Committee's student members,
Kathy Silvey and George Avila. Friedman will accept personal communications as well, however, in person or
via email. The discussion is still in its
early stages, so the more student feedback received, the more satisfying the
end result will be to all.

•
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What has been clearly T 4 _ __ ~ _ .
J l.A
demonstratedbythiscareful fMU ~II~
historiography is that even
at its inception, Halloween was not a Casmir Pulaski Day, a state holiday.
full-fledged holiday. No one took the In Alabama, Jefferson Davis' Birthday.
IssuE
day off from work. No one took the In Hawaii, Pineapple/Indigenous
Is Halloween a holiday?
day off from school. This was because Peoples Day. Each of those days is a
school, that wonderful antidote to holiday. Halloween is not.
SHORT ANSWER
working in the turnip fields, wasn't
Halloween is a failure. An underinvented yet.
No.
achiever of a day. A born loser. Been
The creation of the Official Top Se- around since 1556 and it still hasn't
DISCUSSION
cret School Calendar, just after the cre- spent enough time hitting the books
ation of school, around, well, how to make us all proud and free to take
"Hal-low-een (short for All Hallow about 1903, separated the real holi- three day weekend road trips to New
Even) 1556 n: October 31 observed fes- days from the fakes. Easter, very high Orleans.
tivity and the playing of pranks by on the holiday power rankings, forced
children in the evening." A few pages Spring Break (which used to be
What really happens on Hallowlater, I find ''Hol-i-day n 1: HOLY DAY known as Easter Vacation) to be de- een? Children dress up as LaLa the
2: a day on which one is exempt from fined around it. Except here at Michi- Teletubby and go ballistic over sugwork; specif: a day marked by a gen- gan, where Spring Break is carefully ary rocks. Hip college-aged men go
eral suspension of work in commemo- situated in the dead of winter in an to parties as Tinky Winky the
ration of an event."
attempt to diffuse the suicidal tenden- Teletubby and hope to get someone
cies that arise with living in the sec- to go ballistic over their sugary rocks.
In 1556 when the word "Hallow- ond cloudiest state in the country.
Some people go pranking- covering
een" was coming into fashion accordinnocent people and objects in shaving to the staff at Webster's, the day
As to the rest of the real holidays, ing cream (Hello Freud). Some people
was in fact a Holy Day. It was, and Christmas made the cut. As did Me- doff their usual garb and dress up as
still is, the night before All Saints Day morial Day, Columbus Day, Presiden- creatures of fantasy, too repressed,
and had wide-spread religious signifi- tial Birthdays Day, and the Fourth of perhaps, to express themselves on a
cance. Outside of Wiccans, the day July. All of these days were blessed daily basis. (Hello again Mr. Freud).
has no real religious meaning any- with the power of holiday, a day The next morning, everyone gets up
more. Back in the day, however, as it where you didn't work or go to and goes to work or school again.
was a Holy Day, those with a mini- school. Halloween was not so Lame lame lame. Real holidays mean
mal level of wealth, or in professions blessed.
long weekends.
which had good collective bargaining
arrangements, people took the day off
CONCLUSION
From time to time, the guys and
from work, as the definition of ''holi- gals in grey suits who sit in smoky
day" suggests.
But all is not lost. We, after all, are
rooms off of a remote corridor labeled
"Legislative Supplies (No Paper)'' in lawyers. Guess what? The cigar
Of course, this was the 16th century the annex of the capitol buildings of smokers are lawyers. Lawyers have
and it is a well-known fact that no one each and every state in this country, a secret handshake, I'm told. Learn
had any leisure time until the inven- are persuaded to add a holiday. Care- the secret handshake. Find the "Legtion of television. Back in the day ful lobbying of these cigar smokers in islative Supplies (No Paper)" corridor,
then, most of these people worked all grey suits by the AFL-00 brought us give the secret handshake, and rescue
day in their turnip fields and then Labor Day, and collective national re- Halloween from ignominy. Give us a
went off to do their religious things spect/ guilt brought us Martin Luther real holiday. •
in preparation for All Saints Day.
King Jr. Day. In Illinois, we find
TO:
Philip Frost
FROM: Bruce Manning
RE:
Open Memo Assignment
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Sing a Song of ~ .!) ~ .!)
More lighthearted works - most
in the musical theatre as opposed to
By Elizabeth Khalil ~~Sixth Circuit the operatic world - are also plentiLegal writing has, in some circles,
a reputation for dryness, a sort of
function-over-form tedium.
To believe that, though, is to ignore
the rich body ofliterature the law has
inspired. Throughout the ages- but
particularly within the last two centuries-poets,novelists, playwrights
and composers have used the law as
their muse. Sadly, many of today's
first-year law students are unaware
that their casebooks are full of the basis for many creative works.
Tort law has given rise to a particularly expansive oeuvre, encompassing
poetry and song. The case of Scott v.
Shepherd, found in the Kaplan casebook. was the basis for Samuel Taylor Coleridge's epic "Rime of the
Lighted Squib":

It is a stand with gingerbread,
Owned by one named Yates,
With long gray beard and glittering

eye.
(Why does he not sell dates?)

The market's doors are opened wide,
But one man stands outside them;
He seems to have some secrets, oh;
He seems to want to hide them.
'God save thee, market visitor- '
'I cannot tell afib.'
'Why lookst thou so?'
'I'll tell you, oh:
I tossed a lighted squib.'
In addition to traditional rhymed
poetry, the haiku has also provided
writers with a form with which to
write about the law. Note how the tort
case of Stone v. Bolton takes on a free,
almost impressionistic flavor when
transformed into a haiku:

And up went the ball
What would the cricket lords say?
Bessie Stone said ouch
A simple game of cricket gone bad
now inspires rumination, even wistfulness.

When sung, the facts of such cases
assume another tone. Whether turned
into a raucous gin-house tune or a
threnody, the case-songs have a way
of working themselves into one's
memory. There was a time when everyschoolchildcouldreciteafewlines
from the moving "The Ballad of
Carroll Towing":
The Anna C requested a tug

But alas, alas, the end was near
The barge, the barge began to leak

And likewise, there was not a dry eye
on the pier.
The entire song, including all fortyseven verses, was first recorded commercially by Judge Learned Hand
(both solo and backed by the Second
Circuit All-Stars). Other artists singing the tune have included Carole
King, Joni Mitchell and, most recently,
They Might Be Giants.
In addition to individual songs,
whole musical productions have
come out of the inspiration of the law
-including opera.
The most ambitious of these, perhaps, is Eine Kleine Civil Procedure, a
whole series of operas loosely based
on Wagner's Ring cycle. While no
definitive count has been made of the
number of works
- and they are
not always performed together
- they include

ful. Among the many cases that have
made it to Broadway, if not the U.S.
Supreme Court, one property case in
particular has enjoyed wide success.
The story of the warring Lutz and Van
Valkenburgh clans inspired Adverse
Possession!, one of the best-loved legal musicals of all time.
While billed as a musical comedy,
the show has both heart-soaring optimism and pathos, from the exuberant
"Let's Go Build a House (Even
Though the Land's Not Ours)" to the
poignant "Charlie's One-Room
Dwelling."
Until Cats replaced it, Adverse Possession! played to packed houses in
Broadway's Winter Garden theatre
each night. Over the eight years of its
run, the production regularly won
raves for its lush production numbers
and interactive nature, an innovative
feature at the time. (The audience
would return from intermission, for
example, to find actors occupying
their seats.)
While the reasons for the dwindling knowledge of legal literature
among today' s students is unclear,
one thing is certain: to forget it would
be to forget a vast collection of works
that can only serve to enrich understanding- and enjoyment- of the
law.

r----------__;_-----------,

Complaint, Discovery (usually performed in installments over a
multi-week period), Motion For

Summary Judgment, Denial of
Motion for Summary Judgment,
Arguments, and
Das Jury. Each opera takes the audience another step

career Opportunities for IP Professionals
Most desirable areas of California, New York and soon-to-open
Washington, DC for career opportunities and personal growth.
Lyon & Lyon LLP, a premier intellectual property law firm, has
offices in Los Angeles, Costa Mesa, San Diego, San Jose, CA,
White Plains, NY and soon-to-open Washington, DC. We are
seeking qualified students with superior academic credentials
and a technical undergraduate degree in · mechanical or
electrical engineering, biology, chemistry, physics or computer
science.
If you are interested in pursuing summer
employment, please send your resume including a copy of your
law school transcript and preference in office location to Maria
Marinelli, Supervisor of Professional Recruiting, Lyon & Lyon
LLP, 633 W. Rfth Street, Suite 4700, Los Angeles, CA 900712066 or email at recruit@lyonlyon.com. We look forward to
hearing from interested candidates.
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Eight Hour Abs
By Hannah Mufion
So, now that you're all settled in
law school, you've worked out the
routine, you know how to prepare for
classes, you've figured out most of the
important stuff. You know that it
takes approximately forever to brief
a case, that reading without taking
notes of some form is just as good, in
terms of preparing for class, as taking
all of your clothes off and running
through the Diag and that they really
ought to offer some sort of rollaway
bed service for the library. There is,
however, one thing missing. You need
to start an exercise program.
"No," you say, "I haven't got time
for that sort of thing. I have 30 pages
to read for each of my classes tomorrow, no clean socks and my television
has an inch of dust on it, since I
haven't been able to tum it on in
weeks." Yes, yes, this might be true,
but you still have time to be healthy.
Well, actually, you don't have time to
be healthy, so that's why I've come up
with this handy and foolproof plan for
staying fit while still getting all of your
work done. One of those ancient
Greek guys said it best- sound mind,
sound body. If you keep your body
in shape, then maybe it won't get so
angry at you when you keep it up late
and only feed it Chee-tos.
To begin with, if your main goal is
simply to keep slim, and you have no
concern whatsoever about the health
of your body, then just don't eat.
Think of all the time you'll save. All
those hours you currently spend either in the cafeteria, talking with other
people, trying to find appetizing food
or in shopping, cooking, eating, and
cleaning up the dishes if you live off
campus, could be put to use in a much
more efficient way, namely, studying
until your eyeballs fall out and you
have to carry them around with you
in a little case. I am in no way promoting this plan. I only say, from a

standpoint of efficiency, that this is the chine anyway. To start, find a secluded carrel in the library. In your
best way to maximize studying.
However, if you're not ready for non-note-taking hand, grasp one of
this drastic of a step, then there are your books. For first year students, a
many other ways in which to go about good starting point is something a
getting fit while still devoting all of little lighter, like Criminal Law or
your free time to keeping up with Torts. As you get more advanced, you
your classes. The best thing to do is can work up to Civil Procedure, or
to work aerobic exercise into your even a fully loaded backpack. Curl
studying routine. One of the best the book up and in, making sure to
ways to do this is to find places to keep your elbow close to your body
study that require either lots of run- and not locked. Do several sets of six
ning or lots of stair climbing. The li- to eight reps each. Switch arms. Put
brary is the perfect place. Think of all the book on your flat palm. Raise
those grueling flights of stairs - per- your arm like a waitress carrying a
fect for achieving your goal of a tray. Anything that can be done with
healthy, fit body. To get started, sim- a set of weights can be done with your
ply go down to Sub-3. Then, as if you casebooks, and you don't even have
suddenly remembered that you left to break your studying routine.
Of course, if you really want to be
your wallet in the reading room, go
tearing up all the stairs as fast as you fit, cutting out all alcoholic beverages
can. When you get to the top, lean would be a good accompaniment to
nonchalantly against the banister for this program. However, I realize this
a while, which serves double duty as is a completely ridiculous suggestion,
a way to check out the people study- so don't worry about it. You'll need
ing. Then, remember that you've left something to refresh yourself with
your backpack with your laptop all after this workout, after all.
the way down on Sub-3. Run back
down. Do this a few more times. To
increase resistance, carry your backpack. You'll be ripped in no time.
Anotherway ~--------------------------------------~
to get fit is to lift
weights. "Wait,"
you say, "I don't
have
any
weights." Yes,
actually you do.
Remember all of
those fascinating
case books you
bought at the beginning of the
year? They can
easily double as
free weights and
they cost about
"Oh Mark, we come from two dijferent wor/Js.
as much as a
You're an H; Pm a P."
Nautilus rna-
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(Dennis Westlind, whose column "Above the Law" normally appears
in this space, was on assignment covering the Cheboygan Oktoberfest
and had a nasty run-in with a runaway schnitzel cart; he will return
in two weeks. In its place, the RG presents the following, a reprint
from the June 1998 issue of the ABA Shystering Monthly)

For the uninitiated, the first flyback can be a frightening and stressful encounter. However, by knowing the questions interviewers are likely to ask, and which answers you should give, you can make the experience enjoyable and
relaxing. Here are a few questions with suggested answers:

The Question:

What You
Should Say:

The Truth:

Whatever You Do,
Don't Answer:

How are you doing
today?

I spent the morning
vomiting.

I'm fine, thank you. And
how are you?

Stoned.

How did you become
interested in our firm?

All the good firms
dinged me.

Through your great
reputation and history of
community service.

You're in a firm?

Why do you want to
work in New York?

I only interviewed here
so I could catch a
MetsNankees game.

All my friends and family live in New York.

I'm wanted in all fortynine other states.

What areas of law are
you interested in practieing?

Getting my brother Earl
out of jail.

I'm interested in both
litigation and transactional work.

Plaintiff-side personal
injury.

Why did you choose
Michigan Law School?

It was the only one that
let me in.

I was attracted to its
strong reputation in corporate finance.

Columbia's football
-team sucks.

What do you do in your
free time?

Masturbate.

I attend the opera and
raise funds for orphan
children.

I stalk my exboy/girlfriend.

Do you have any hobhies?

I collect and trade beanie
babies.

I like to write poetry and
watch French cinema.

Amateur taxidermy.

Where would you like to
go to dinner?

Someplace where an
appetizer costs more
than my tuition.

Wherever you usually
eat is fine with me.

Anywhere, as long as
it's vegan.

Do you have any questions about our firm?

Will I really have to bill
2500 hours?

What retirement benefits
do you offer?

Do you offer benefits to
domestic partners?

•

smart, well-dressed, savvy, sharp
& quick-witted lawyer. Even
some knowledge of the law can
This is your penis.
really help out when you're beTHEY DON'T LIKE ME. He's
ing
squeezed by some scum-bagThis is your penis on drugs.
Baaaa-aaaack. And right when
liberal husband-of-Hilary
Any questions?
they thought they was rid of me.
Clinton appointed-for-life
Oh. Huh? They know who
Judge. Unfortunately, prior to
they are. Alas, do not despair.
closing arguments, my attorney
1his shall be a kinder, gentler column. tempt a little racial cleansing, and fled the country having been wrongBut only until I get some good DIRT people get all pissed off. Folks. Where fully accused of master-minding a
on you people. The disturbing thing has the good sense-of-humor gone in Women's Prison Chat Group onAOL
is when they follow me home from our lives today? Woe is unto me.
as a cover for a pornographic gun
work. Or when they knock on my
I'll tell you what went wrong. It's smuggling ring. Perhaps his business
window at night and then run away. those god-damn activist judges.
card - the PO BOX in lieu of an adGod-damn activist judges.
dress - should have tipped me off.
TIP. You know, at least take this HEY, I'm just trying to be a more open
THE GOOD OLE DAYS. Those away from the law school experience: trusting person after having my
few of you unfortunate enough to Nothing is more important than mak- viewpoint corrupted by those commie
know me, know that Columbus Day ing sure you are represented by a law school professors. OK? So shoot
is just my most favorite holiday. good attorney. You know, a couple of me. The good news: my attorney
When else do you get to run wild my buddies chickened out from join- hadn't cashed my check. A rare overaround the town and "discover" shit ing us on our Columbus Day celebra- sight on his part
Maybe do a little raping and pillag- tion/ritual/ discoveries because they
ing on the side. Of course, it would were still on probation from last
THE END. Trying to overcome the
have been better if we had a holiday year's jaunt I still maintain ... that a horror -the horror ... of finding out
named after someone a little more whaling harpoon is NOT a deadly that law professors don't vote for
charismatic and colorful: say Pizarro weapon... oh
Ronald Reagan ... leaving me an emoor Cortez. "CORTEZ DAY" ... just yeah ... unless
tional and psychological wreck. A
doesn't have that ring to it Pizarro you're
WRECK, I say. Crushed. Stomped
A
Day .... No. Too ethnic sounding.
on. Tread upon. Walked on. Kicked.
WHALE! My
Essentially, Columbus has enjoyed attorney carefully explained that to Shocking, disturbing, unsettling
tremendous PR Talk about Teflon. the pansy-ass liberal judge. Hey man, news. I'll try to be strong. Ok. I'm
Columbus is the Teflon MAN. He da why do they call it whaling harpoon? fine now.
MAN. If not for Columbus, we might DUH-uhh. It's not whaling harpoons
And finally, in the news: Scandalvery well have be- that kill people, it's PEOPLE who kill ous Blasphemy. McDonalds has recome a euphemisti- people. Okay. So say my little placed Ronald McDonald (who met
cally-challenged brother takes a milk spoon and stabs an untimely death last year, a fatality
society. But someone in the eye with it. Oh yeah, from an industrial accident). There
let's face it In and the guy DIES. Is the spoon a could only be one and only one:
good-ole- deadly weapon? 'Course not How Darren Stevens. There can only be
days, intro- 'bout a little JUDICIAL RES1RAINT one ... Miss Ellie EWing. That bitch
ducing a sys- for cryin' out loud.
Donna Reed take her place? Never.
tematic
And for me, there will only be ONE
method of annihilation, wiping out a
BOGUS INDICTMENT. Making Ronald McDonald. We love you
bunch of useless pagan villagers, or sure the attorney defending you does Ronald.
practicing some creative swordsman- not have a criminal record, this should
God damn activist judges ...
ship could get you a holiday named also be an automatic part of your due
PENIS.
•
after yourself. Now-a-days, you at- diligence as a client. You want a street
And let's hope it's a long time
before anyone has to see the word
penis again ...

VIAGRA' s latest ad campaign:
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Q: Why did you decide to go to law
school?

A: . . . I decided to go to graduate
school in philosophy. A friend told
me that the LSAT was easier than the
philosophy GRE, and that graduate
schools in philosophy would accept
the LSAT, so I took that test instead
(This is consistent with a lifelong commitment to taking the easiest test possible). When I discovered, to my astonishment, that I had done well on
it, I applied to law school... I've been
practicing law for fifteen years now.
Q: Was [law school] what you expected?

A: No. I expected to be bored, and I
found most of the classes very interesting. That remained true through
most of the three years, although I
have often said of law school what
Samuel Johnson said of "Paradise
Lost": "No one ever wished it
longer."
Q: What is the most important

thing you learned in law school?
A: How to listen. I honestly mean
that In law school I was exposed to
many diverse perspectives and backgrounds that were new to me. I
stopped talking and started listening,
and that was when I really started
learning. I am convinced that it is a
lawyer's most important skill. In my
experience in the profession, it is also
an extraordinarily rare skill.
Q: What was the most fun thing
you did in law school?

A: At the end of certain classes some
of us would orchestrate "tributes" to

"Be a Student. You have the Rest of Your
By Ingrid Sprangle
Life to Be a Lawyer."
This edition's interview is with Len NieJwff, who has found great success and satisfaction -and not lost his incredible sense of humor -following a traditional career
path after law school. Mr. NieJwff earned both his B.A. in English in 1981 and his
J.D. in 1984 from the University ofMichigan. Since graduating from law scJwol,Mr.
NieJwff has been at the Ann Arbor office of the prestigious Detroit law firm Butzel
Long, P.C., where he is now a partner. Mr. Niehoff practices in the areas of general
litigation, constitutional litigation, medin law, and employment law. Mr. Niehoff is
on the boards of the University Musical Society, the Michigan Theater, and the
Children's Hospital. Mr. NieJwfflives with his wife Nancy in Ann Arbor.
the professors. We would write poems, have special t-shirts made, and
so on. I remember, particularly, a
poem at the end of torts class that concluded "Since Vosburg v. Putney I My
mind's turned to chutney I And this
course is the proximate cause." It was
a great stress reliever.
Q: It is currently interview season,

do you have an interview horror
and/or triumph story?
A: I suppose the triumph is that someone finally hired me, but the following horror story is probably more fun:
I was interviewing at a firm that had
offices in lots of major cities. I walked
into the cubicle in room 200 and realized I couldn't remember which city I
had signed up for. The first thing the
interviewer asked was: "So what attracts you to our city? I don't see anything on your resume that suggests
any connection." Since I was from
Michigan, and had attended UM as
an undergrad, this was true of EVERY
city outside of this state. So I said,
"Well, there are the sports teams. The
symphony. The museums. The
parks." I kept praying that the guy
who was interviewing me wasn't
from Akron.
Q: What is the most satisfying thing

about your work?
A: I have had the good fortune to
have a number of cases where I
strongly believed in the principle at
issue. That has been a real blessing,
and those cases have been extremely
satisfying. I have a litigator's personality profile, so I also have to confess
that winning any case is very, very

satisfying.
Q: How hard do you think you work?
A: Too hard. My partners would disagree.
Q: In the spirit of interview season,

where do you see yourself in 10
years?
A: Trying to finish that philosophy
degree. Seriously, I don't even think
in those terms. Too many good things
have happened to me over the last fifteen years that I could never have
planned or anticipated. I think one
of the most important functions of a
legal education is to "open you up"
to new possibilities. It's important not
to "close back up" once you graduate. (This is, incidentally, precisely the
type of question I would expect from
a compulsive career-oriented law student...).
Q: What's the best piece ofadvice you

can give to stressed and haggard
law students?
A: Get to know as many of your fellow stressed and haggard law students as you can. You are surrounded
by brilliant, dedicated people with
fine minds and willing hearts. Get to
know them. Stay up late and argue
with them. Talk with them about all
the things you're not supposed to talk
about: religion, politics, personal
opinions. Usten to them. Push back.
Be a student You have the rest of your
life to be a lawyer.
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Raiders of the Storm
ByRyan

Wu

Three Kings
Written and Directed by David 0.
Russell.
Starring: George Clooney, Mark
Wahlberg, Ice Cube, and Spike ]onze.

If Three Kings looks
ming on paper, it sizzles on
Writer-director David
stretches and twists this
movie template until
unrecognizable,
but the kitchen sink

My first encounter with the trailer
to Three Kings left me slackjawed and
dazed.

For three wacked-out min

utes, I was alternately captivated
baffled, dazzled and
cited and contemptuous
incoherent images
eyes. Never
oughly
trailer. Is
A wicked

But he
I think- that

all bonded not by
of a shared hucommon taste for
and American
The Iraqis, as it were, are

live
fort.
they
with an
with the
captured
crew, b
wanted to have

you and me: they want
convertibles, cell phones, and

that
Gulf War as a
a war that's captured
antiseptic video simu
bombing. The hu
man toll of the war was never ad
equately covered by television. In its
stylized presentation, Three Kings puts

dream of runn ing their own busi
nesses. And they, like us, ponder that
immortal question: what the fuck is
wrong with Michael Jackson?

~ll=l=4===~====~==~=e=s=~=e=s=ta=e==·==l9==~=tt=ob=er=l=9=99==~''r--------------RESPONSE, from page 3
sured), but that after the banning of
affirmative action, they will "decide
to party only on the weekends". His
argument is false on the numbers
alone. He claims that "minority admissions rates [at Berkeley and UT
Austin] have risen as applicant credentials have improved", after the
removal of affirmative action. This
could not be further from the truth.
At those institutions that have removed affirmative action, the enrollments of African-American and Hispanic students have plummeted. To
take one relevant example, at Boalt
Hall, UC-Berkeley's law school, admissions of African-American students yearly ranged from 77 to 99,
with an average of 87 [Source for all
figures: "Affirmative Action Ban Bad
for Boalt'', The Daily Californian, July
22, 1997-whichdrewonofficial UC
admissions statistics]. The year after
affirmative action was removed, admissions offers to African-Americans
fell to 14.
Another important statistic to consider is the yield rate, the rate of acceptance of those offers of admissions
by African-American students. Previous years had seen an average yield
of 25%. The yield rate after Proposition 209 kicked in? 0%. Perhaps sensing that Boalt under the new, reluctantly color-blind admissions policy
was not exactly the educational experience that they were seeking, every
single one of the fourteen admitted
applicants chose to go elsewhere for
law school.
It would be very hard, I think,. to
argue that the law school experience
for the students in the entering class
of 1998, with not one African-American member, was substantially improved by the removal of affirmative
action, despite any claim that the students who were admitted were in
some way more qualified or deserving. Surely the loss of diversity and
perspective outweighed any purported benefit which the removal of
affirmative action sought to accomplish.
The second argument in Mr. Ho' s

article, that the administration should
"take the admissions net and open it
wide", seems self-defeating. The administration does take into account
"the amount of difficulty overcome"
in college. It does consider "the
amount of racial discrimination that
the applicant has suffered". It has established minority scholarships. It
does encourage admitted minority
students to attend the Law School.
These are not alternatives to the Law
School's admissions policy, they are
an integral part of it.
It is possible to make a good argument that the people who gain the
most from affirmative action are the
children of upper-middle class minority parents, and that therefore a better criterion for preference would be
socioeconomic status rather than race.
This argument has merit, but it ignores the fact that American society
seems to have a much higher consciousness for race than for wealth.
Mr. Ho also is concerned about the
duration of the policy. I don't know
the exact lifespan. I don't know when
we will be able to conclude that affirmative action has worked, that nonwhite Americans have full access to
the institutions of power and prestige
in our society. I know that it's not
quite that time, yet.
Affirmative action does not "[set]
out the minority as the' other'", as Mr.
Ho claims. Instead, it allows us to
mirror in the Law School-one of the
cradles of the nation's future leaders
in public policy, business, and politics-a much broader representation
than the lily-white, all-male realities
of the past.
Traditionallyunderrepresented minorities have
been given preference in order to ensure that the composition of the class
each year is reflective of society as a
whole, and society as we hope to see
it. This aspiration is not one forced
on the practitioners of higher education by idealistic and misguided legislatures. Consider that in a survey
of 34,000 university faculty members,
conducted by the Higher Education
Research Institute at UCLA, 90.5%
answered 'yes' when asked if "a racially I ethnically diverse student

body enhances the educational experience of all students" (Nathan Glazer,
"Should the SAT Account For Race?",
The New Republic, Sept. 27, 1999. Pg.
26). This survey refutes Mr. Ho's unsupported claim that "racial diversity
does not ... aid the rigor of class discussion"-those who have the closest
connection to classroom learning, the
professors, agree that diversity is a
positive element in education. The
proper conception is not "me" versus
the "other"-it is "us".
The claim that the University's admissions policy is "unconstitutional"
because of the Tuttle decision is wrong
as well. Tuttle was decided in the
Fourth Circuit. Michigan is in the
Sixth Circuit. The Fourth Circuit's
decisions are not binding precedent
for courts in the Sixth Circuit. Until
the Supreme Court settles the issue,
Tuttle is not the law of the land in
Michigan, as far as I know (perhaps
someone who made it to the pre-orientation prep course could fill me in
on the details here).
Mr. Ho's next argument is that the
"burden of the policy" on non-admitted students is "tremendous". I find
this rhetoric to be indefensible. People
are not admitted for a wide variety of
reasons, and no one is ever sure why
they got a thin envelope instead of a
thick one. Nobody I know received a
letter saying "Sorry, you have been
refused admission to the Michigan
Law School, because you are white",
and I don'tremember feeling a "tremendous" burden of affirmative-action angst or being "severely hurt''
when I was rejected from schools. Ask
anyone around you which schools
they were admitted to, waitlisted at,
and rejected from-the odds are that
their experience will confirm how
much of a crapshoot the process of
applying to law school is. As I stated
above, this school is blessed with a
superabundance of qualified candidates. Someone who was under
heavy consideration for :Michigan, but
didn't quite make the final cut, probably found themselves admitted to
another excellent school. I would be
willing to bet that they are more likely
to be happy to be in school than "se-
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verely hurt'' that they are not at Michigan.

diversity, when race will not need to
be a factor in admissions at elite law
schools. Until then, be glad that we
go to a school that values such diversity. This is, as Mr. Ho states, a institution that fosters "prestigious opportunities", one of which is "a good job
upon graduation"; but the most important of which is the pride of having gone to a school that could give
us an experience that was full, that
could bring together a class that is re-

The Real Solution?
In a perfect world, the scores and
grades of applicants would not be
correlated to race. I believe that one
of the reasons that they do correlate
negatively for some races is a shameful inattention to the discrepancies in
the educational system from pre-kindergarten on. Many minority families
simply do not have the educational
choices and range of opportunities
that white Americans have traditionally enjoyed. One example: inner-city
high schools, with predominantly
minority populations, do not offer as
nearly as many AP classes as do suburban, predominantly white high
schools. It is hard to believe that the
almost 10 million Chicano I Latino citizens of California, nearly 30% of its
population [figures from "A New Republican Heartland". The Economist,
Oct. 9, 1999. Pg. 30], and nearly 50%
of the public school enrollment
["Latino Task Force to Give Report",
Ellen Lee. The Daily Californian. Sept
17, 1997] would supply a proportion
of the student bodies of UCLA and
Berkeley that hovers between three
and four percent. Is this because
Asian students, the only ethnic group
(including whites) that is overrepresented at those two universities, are
innately smarter or better qualified
than Hispanic students, or AfricanAmerican students, or Native American students? No, of course not It is
easier to understand this in view of
the crumbling, underfunded public
school systems of the major cities. It
is the result of minimal funding for
those schools, and an inexcusable inattention to the unequal resources
devoted to the school systems. This
disparity is one of the causes of the
differentials in grades and scores that
Mr. Ho points to as proof that minority applicants are "less qualified".
Maybe we will pay more attention
to our schools systems in the future.
Maybe the scores and grades of white
and non-white applicants will someday equalize to the point where racial
preferences are not needed to ensure
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flective of America-and could do it
without compromising on the quality of the students it admits.

•

and Texas state universities are not
perfect Indeed, until a higher quallaws. Over time, these groups became ity secondary education can be proRomans, who could not be distin- vided for all, no admissions policy can
guished in Roman eyes from the Ro- ensure genuine equality of opportumans themselves. In other words, nity. ( Which is, clearly, the only dediscrimination ended when the con- sirable goal, with history rejecting the
quered groups became Romans. For equality of result as an attainable goal
the Romans of Rome to discriminate ) However, using these race blind
against these provincial Romans policies, American society can at least
would be no different from discrimi- take a first step toward integration
nating against themselves. It's also and the achievement of the color blind
interesting that these provincials were society. At least, the concept of the
accepted because they never com- 'other' would be less entrenched in
plained of being owed a debt for the the minds of a future generation. so
past, and never asked for a apology that the new generation may see
for the past. Instead, they bravely people of a different color as no difembraced the future, and romanized ferent from themselves.
For the sake of the future of this
themselves into the center of Roman
society.
country, for the sake of never turning
Based on the power of the concept this country into Kosovo, history deof the' other' to entrench discrimina- mands that the Fourth Circuit rule
tion, if not racial war to extinction, it's against both LSA and the law school
my contention that until the concep- in the upcoming lawsuits.
tion of the ' other ' is removed from
P.S. I have received many inquirAmerican society, systematic subconscious discrimination can never end. ies about my using the legal standard
This, I believe, forms the core of the set out in the Tuttle case, from the 6th
argument against affirmative action Orcuit, on a lawsuit against the law
from a pure social policy perspective. school in the 4th circuit. I have two
As long as we have people receiving answers for this criticism. First, the
preferential treatment due to the color Tuttle opinion has persuasive authorof their skin, they will forever be rec- ity in the 4th circuit case. It offers the
ognized as members of another best test, among recent cases, for
group, against whom discrimination whether an admissions policy is naris acceptable. In essence, every act in rowly tailored enough. Second, the
admitting a student through affirma- considerations demanded by the
tive action entrenches discrimination Tuttle test are many of the same conin our society, and every such act en- siderations that any future court
sures that such a person. or his chil- would have to consider. Therefore,
clren. will never receive a equal chance the Tuttle test served as an organizing
to achieve the American dream.
principle for laying out the relevant
Without question, the admissions policy considerations on the table.
policies currently used in California
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